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Abstract. We generalize the successive continuation paradigm introduced by Kerne´vez and Doedel [16] for
locating locally optimal solutions of constrained optimization problems to the case of simultaneous
equality and inequality constraints. The analysis shows that potential optima may be found at the
end of a sequence of easily-initialized separate stages of continuation, without the need to seed the
first stage of continuation with nonzero values for the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. A key
enabler of the proposed generalization is the use of complementarity functions to define relaxed
complementary conditions, followed by the use of continuation to arrive at the limit required by
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theory. As a result, a successful search for optima is found to be possible
also from an infeasible initial solution guess. The discussion shows that the proposed paradigm is
compatible with the staged construction approach of the coco software package. This is evidenced
by a modified form of the coco core used to produce the numerical results reported here. These
illustrate the efficacy of the continuation approach in locating stationary solutions of an objective
function along families of two-point boundary value problems and in optimal control problems.
Key words. constrained optimization, feasible solutions, complementarity conditions, boundary-value prob-
lems, periodic orbits, optimal control, successive continuation, software implementation
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1. Introduction. Parameter continuation techniques enable a global study of smooth man-
ifolds of solutions to underdetermined systems of equations. It stands to reason that they
should also be useful for optimization problems constrained to such manifolds. Starting from
a single solution and local information about the governing equations, such techniques gen-
erate a successively expanding, suitably dense cover of solutions, among which optima may
be sought. Suggestive examples include optimization along families of periodic or quasiperi-
odic solutions of nonlinear dynamical systems or optimal control problems with end-point
constraints.
As shown first by Kerne´vez and Doedel [16, 9], parameter continuation techniques may
be effectively deployed as a core element of a search strategy for optima along a constraint
manifold. This is accomplished by seeking simultaneous solutions to the original set of equa-
tions and a set of additional adjoint conditions, linear and homogeneous in a set of unknown
Lagrange multipliers. The technique introduced in [16] demonstrates how local optima may
be found at the terminal points of sequences of continuation runs, with each successive run
initialized by the final solution found in the previous run. Remarkably, by the linearity and
homogeneity of the adjoint conditions, the initial runs may be conveniently initialized with
vanishing Lagrange multipliers from solutions to the original set of equations. Kerne´vez and
Doedel’s technique thereby overcomes the difficulty of determining values for the original un-
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2 M. LI, H. DANKOWICZ
knowns and the Lagrange multipliers that provide an adequate initial solution guess to the
necessary conditions for local optima.
The objective of this paper is to extend Kerne´vez and Doedel’s technique to optimization
problems with simultaneous equality and inequality constraints. This nontrivial generaliza-
tion is here accomplished by seeking simultaneous solutions to the original set of equations,
additional adjoint conditions that are again linear and homogeneous in a set of unknown
Lagrange multipliers, and relaxed nonlinear complementarity conditions in terms of the in-
equality functions and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. As before, local optima are
found at the terminal points of sequences of consecutive continuation runs with linearity and
homogeneity again enabling initialization with vanishing Lagrange multipliers. Notably, here,
certain stages of continuation are used to drive the relaxation parameters to zero in order to
ensure that the necessary nonlinear complementarity conditions are exactly satisfied.
In the absence of inequality constraints, Kerne´vez and Doedel’s technique relies on the
existence of a branch point for the initial continuation problem from which emanate two
one-dimensional branches of solutions with vanishing and non-vanishing Lagrange multipliers,
respectively. As shown here, such a branch point may also be found in the presence of
inequality constraints. Interestingly, inequality constraints afford additional opportunities for
generating solutions with non-vanishing Lagrange multipliers from an initial solution with
all zero multipliers. Remarkably, in the presence of inequality constraints, the successive
continuation technique may even benefit from initialization on solutions that violate these
constraints. An original contribution of this manuscript is the formulation and proof of several
key lemmas that establish these properties for large classes of optimization problems.
Example applications of Kerne´vez and Doedel’s technique can be found in [7, 6, 22, 23]. In
each case, the governing set of equations, including the adjoint conditions, forms a two-point
boundary-value problem that is analyzed using the software package auto [8]. Such an imple-
mentation is also possible for the extension to the presence of inequality constraints, as nothing
in the formulation relies on a particular software implementation. Nevertheless, recent work by
the present authors [18] demonstrates the implementation of a staged construction approach
for the adjoint equations in the matlab-based software platform coco [20], supporting the
assembly of the full continuation problem from partial problems with predefined structure
and adjoints. A powerful example of this functionality is the optimal design of a transfer
trajectory between two halo orbits near a libration point of the circular restricted three-body
problem [18]. In this paper, we use a further extension of coco to locate stationary points of
an algebraic-integral objective functional constrained by a two-point boundary-value problem
and an integral inequality, as well as for an optimal control problem under integral inequality
constraints.
We finally note a further use of continuation methods when seeking solutions to singular,
non-smooth, or non-differentiable optimization problems as limits of continuous families of
regularized optimization problems. Such applications will not be considered here, but include
regularized optimal control problems with differentiable solutions that approach discontinu-
ous bang-bang control solutions in the singular limit [2, 15], as well as regularized optimal
control problems with index-1 differential-algebraic constraints that converge to higher-index
constraints in the singular limit [10]. Such regularizations can, in principle, be combined with
the techniques described in this paper, provided that the singular limits can be reached in the
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corresponding stages of continuation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we formulate the first-
order necessary conditions for local optima of an objective function in the presence of equality
and real-valued inequality constraints on a general Banach space. We describe the use of
a nonsmooth complementarity function to enforce the complementary slackness conditions
on the inequality functions and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. Section 3 presents
the application of the successive continuation technique to a finite-dimensional optimization
problem that motivates the subsequent theoretical development. The detailed analysis illus-
trates the additional flexibility afforded by the presence of inequality constraints and lays the
foundation for an algorithmic implementation in numerical software. The generalization to
the infinite-dimensional context is discussed in section 4, with reference to several original
key lemmas that are proved in Appendix A. After presenting some implementation details in
section 5 that are particular to the advantages afforded by the staged construction paradigm
of coco, we consider additional examples in section 6 to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed optimization approach. A brief summary and several directions for future research
are considered in the concluding section 7.
2. Problem statement. Consider the problem of finding a locally unique pair puˆ, µˆq that
is a stationary point of the function pu, µq ÞÑ µ1 under the equality constraints F pu, µq “ 0
and inequality constraints Gpuq ď 0, where
(2.1) F pu, µq ÞÑ
ˆ
Φpuq
Ψpuq ´ µ
˙
.
Here, Φ : U Ñ Y , Ψ : U Ñ Rl and G : U Ñ Rq are continuously Fre´chet differentiable
mappings, and U and Y are real Banach spaces with duals U˚ and Y ˚. We refer to the set
tu P U : Gpuq ď 0u as the feasible region and to its complement as the infeasible region.
Let A :“ ti : Gipuˆq “ 0u denote the set of indices of active inequality constraints evaluated
at uˆ, and suppose that the range of pDΦpuˆq, DGApuˆqq equals Y ˆR|A|. It follows from Corollary
9.4 in [1] that there exist unique λˆ P Y ˚, ηˆ P Rl, and σˆ P Rq that satisfy the generalized
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions
(2.2) Φpuˆq “ 0, Ψpuˆq ´ µˆ “ 0,
(2.3) pDΦpuˆqq˚λˆ` pDΨpuˆqq˚ηˆ ` pDGpuˆqq˚σˆ “ 0, ηˆ1 “ 1, ηˆt2,...,lu “ 0,
and
(2.4) σˆi ě 0, ´Gipuˆq ě 0, σˆiGipuˆq “ 0, 1 ď i ď q,
where pDΦpuqq˚ : Y ˚ Ñ U˚, pDΨpuqq˚ : Rl Ñ U˚ and pDGpuqq˚ : Rq Ñ U˚ are the adjoints
of the Fre´chet derivatives DΦpuq, DΨpuq and DGpuq, respectively.
Inspired by the general theory of nonlinear complementarity problems [3, 12, 21], we find
it convenient to convert (2.4) into a set of nonlinear equations. Specifically, let χ : RˆRÑ R
be a function that satisfies the conditions
(2.5) χpa, bq “ 0 ðñ a, b ě 0, ab “ 0.
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Then (2.4) is equivalent to the condition
(2.6) Kpσˆ,´Gpuˆqq :“ `χpσˆ1,´G1puˆqq . . . χpσˆq,´Gqpuˆqq˘J “ 0.
In this paper, we let χ equal the Fischer-Burmeister function
(2.7) χpa, bq “
a
a2 ` b2 ´ a´ b,
whose contour plot is shown in Fig. 1. In particular, for κ ą 0,
(2.8) χpa, bq “ κ ñ a “ ´κp2b` κq
2pb` κq , b ą ´κ.
As long as pa, bq ‰ p0, 0q,
(2.9) χapa, bq :“ BχBa pa, bq “
a?
a2 ` b2 ´ 1, χbpa, bq :“
Bχ
Bb pa, bq “
b?
a2 ` b2 ´ 1,
from which we conclude that
(2.10) χap0, bq “ ´1, χbp0, bq “ sgnpbq ´ 1,
for b ‰ 0. In particular, χbp0, bq “ 0 when b ą 0. The function χ is clearly singular at p0, 0q.
Figure 1. Contour plot of the Fischer-Burmeister function χpa, bq “ ?a2 ` b2 ´ a´ b.
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3. Motivating example. Consider the problem of locating a local minimum of the function
u :“ px, yq ÞÑ Ψ1puq :“ px´ 2q2 ` 2py ´ 1q2 subject to the inequalities
(3.1) G1puq :“ x` 4y ´ 3 ď 0, G2puq :“ ´x` y ď 0.
In the notation of the previous section, U “ R2, Y “ H, l “ 1, and q “ 2. By the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker conditions, there exist unique non-negative scalars σˆ1 and σˆ2 such that
2
ˆ
xˆ´ 2
2yˆ ´ 2
˙
`
ˆ
1
4
˙
σˆ1 `
ˆ´1
1
˙
σˆ2 “ 0, σˆ1pxˆ` 4yˆ ´ 3q “ 0, σˆ2p´xˆ` yˆq “ 0.(3.2)
It follows that a candidate stationary point in the feasible region is located at uˆ “ p5{3, 1{3q,
since
‚ σˆ1 “ σˆ2 “ 0 only if uˆ “ p2, 1q, but G1p2, 1q “ 3 ę 0;
‚ σˆ1 “ 0, σˆ2 ‰ 0 only if uˆ “ p4{3, 4{3q and σˆ2 “ ´4{3 ğ 0;
‚ σˆ1 ‰ 0, σˆ2 “ 0 only if uˆ “ p5{3, 1{3q and σˆ1 “ 2{3 ě 0;
‚ σˆ1 ‰ 0, σˆ2 ‰ 0 only if uˆ “ p3{5, 3{5q, σˆ1 “ 22{25, and σˆ2 “ ´48{25 ğ 0.
This point lies on the boundary of the feasible region defined by G1 “ 0 and G2 ă 0, along
which Ψ1 evaluates to 3p6y2´4y`1q and attains a minimum at yˆ “ 1{3. Moreover, for  ! 1,
Ψ1p5{3` v, 1{3` wq « 1´ 2G1p5{3` v, 1{3` wq{3. We conclude that uˆ is a unique local
minimum of Ψ1 in the feasible region.
We illustrate next a method for locating the minimum at uˆ using a successive continuation
approach that connects an initial point u0 to uˆ via a sequence of intersecting one-dimensional
manifolds. To this end, consider the following four regions: U`{´ “ tu P R2 : G1puq ą
0, G2puq ă 0u, U´{` “ tu P R2 : G1puq ă 0, G2puq ą 0u, U`{` “ tu P R2 : G1puq ą 0, G2puq ą
0u, and U´{´ “ tu P R2 : G1puq ă 0, G2puq ă 0u. It follows that U`{´, U´{`, and U`{` are
open subsets of the infeasible region, while U´{´ is an open subset of the feasible region.
Suppose that u0 P U`{´ and let κ0,1 :“ χ p0,´G1pu0qq “ 2G1pu0q ą 0. It follows that u0
lies on a locally unique one-dimensional solution manifold of the equation
(3.3) χ p0,´G1puqq ´ κ0,1 “ 0 ðñ G1puq “ G1pu0q.
The point
(3.4) u1 :“
ˆ
15`G1pu0q
9
,
3` 2G1pu0q
9
˙
is a stationary point of Ψ1 on this manifold and G2 ă 0 along the entire segment of the
manifold between u0 and u1 provided that G1pu0q ă 12.
Consider next the system of equations$’’&’’%
Ψ1puq ´ µ1 “ 0,
pDΨ1puqqJ η1 ` pDGpuqqJ σ “ 0,
χ pσ1,´G1puqq ´ κ1 “ 0,
χ pσ2,´G2puqq ´ κ2 “ 0,
(3.5)
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with κ1 “ κ0,1, κ2 “ 0, and unknowns pu, µ1, η1, σ1, σ2q. Then, every solution u P U`{´ of
(3.3) corresponds to a solution pu,Ψ1puq, 0, 0, 0q of (3.5). Indeed, for every such point with
u ‰ u1, the corresponding Jacobian is found to have full rank. Thus, provided that u0 ‰ u1,
the one-dimensional solution manifold of (3.3) through u0 corresponds to a locally unique
one-dimensional solution manifold of (3.5) through pu0,Ψ1pu0q, 0, 0, 0q.
Since u1 is a stationary point of Ψ1 along a level curve of G1, the matrices DΨ1pu1q and
DG1pu1q are linearly dependent. It follows that if G1pu0q ă 12 then pu1,Ψ1pu1q, 0, 0, 0q is a
branch point of (3.5) through which passes a secondary one-dimensional solution manifold,
locally parameterized by η, along which σ2 “ 0 and the matrices DΨ1puq and DG1puq are
linearly dependent. Substitution yields y “ 2x´ 3 and σ1 “ 2p2´ xqη, where x is implicitly
defined by
(3.6) χ p2p2´ xqη, 15´ 9xq ´ κ0,1 “ 0.
Since G1pu0q ă 12, it follow from (2.8) that G2 ă 0 along this manifold for η P r0, 1s. Denote
the corresponding u for η “ 1 by u2. Then, pu2,Ψ1pu2q, 2p2´x2q, 0, κ0,1q is a solution to (3.5)
with η “ 1, κ2 “ 0, and unknowns pu, µ1, σ1, σ2, κ1q. Indeed, this point lies on a locally unique
one-dimensional manifold of such solutions, along which σ2 “ 0, y “ 2x ´ 3, σ1 “ 2p2 ´ xq,
where x is implicitly defined by
(3.7) χ p2p2´ xq, 15´ 9xq ´ κ1 “ 0.
Since G1pu0q ă 12, it again follows from (2.8) that G2 ă 0 along this manifold for κ1 P r0, κ0,1s.
The corresponding u for κ1 “ 0 then equals uˆ, as expected.
Numerical results using parameter continuation with the coco software package validate
the above analysis. With u0 “ p3, 1q P U`{´, we have G1pu0q “ 4 and κ0,1 “ 8. Continuation
along the solution manifold to (3.5) with κ1 “ κ0,1 and κ2 “ 0 results in a curve along which
a local minimum of Ψ1 is detected at px, y, µ1, η1, σ1, σ2q “ p2.1111, 1.2222, 0.1111, 0, 0, 0q
represented by the red dots in Figure 2. Branch switching at the stationary point results
in the secondary branch terminating at the point p2.0997, 1.1995, 0.0895, 1.0000,´0.1995, 0q
represented by the blue dots in Figure 2. Finally, continuation along the solution manifold
to (3.5) with η “ 1 and κ2 “ 0 yields the curves in Figure 2 connecting the blue dots to the
black dots at px, y, µ1, σ1, σ2, κ1q “ p1.6667, 0.3333, 1.0000, 0.6667, 0, 0q, consistent with the
analytical solution.
Notably, the initial continuation from u0 terminates with a failure of the Newton solver
to converge at the singular point px, y, µ1, η1, σ1, σ2q “ p7{5, 7{5, 17{25, 0, 0, 0q on G2 “ 0
represented by the magenta-colored dot in the left panel. It is easy to show that a second
branch of solutions, confined to the G2 “ 0 surface and with varying σ1 and σ2, also terminates
at this point. This branch extends in a direction oppositely aligned (angle greater than 90˝)
to the direction along which continuation arrives at the singular point, thereby explaining
the failure of the pseudo-arclength algorithm to bypass the singular point (cf. the right panel
of Figure 3). Moreover, since η decreases from 0 as σ2 increases from 0 along this secondary
branch, it cannot be used to reach a point with η “ 1.
As an alternative, suppose that u0 P U´{` and let κ0,2 “ χp0,´G2pu0qq “ 2G2pu0q ą 0.
It follows that u0 lies on a one-dimensional solution manifold of the equation
(3.8) χp0,´G2puqq ´ κ0,2 “ 0 ðñ G2puq “ G2pu0q.
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Figure 2. Projections of continuation paths associated with a successive search for stationary solutions.
Here, dark green thin lines and hollow markers are used to denote projections of black thick lines and filled
markers in three-dimensional space onto the three coordinate planes. Gray planes are used to represent tight
constraints. Starting from u0 “ p3, 1q and holding κ1 and κ2 fixed at 8 and 0, respectively, a fold point in µ1,
denoted by the red dots, is detected along the first solution manifold in the η1 “ σ1 “ σ2 “ 0 subspace. Along
the secondary branch, blue dots denote locations where η1 “ 1. With fixed η1, the terminal points (black dots)
on the tertiary manifolds denote the stationary points where κ1 “ 0. The magenta square in the left panel
corresponds to a singular point for the initial stage of continuation.
Regular Positively aligned Negatively aligned
i
i + 1
i i + 1
i
Figure 3. Illustration of the pseudo-arclength algorithm for one-dimensional continuation. Starting from
a point i located on a solution manifold, the next point i` 1 is obtained by two steps in the algorithm. In the
first step, a predictor denoted by a red cross is generated along the tangent direction at point i. A projection
condition is then applied in the second step to locate the point i`1 on the manifold. Singular points are denoted
by magenta squares. In the left panel, no singular point is encountered. In the middle panel, the extending
directions of two branches terminating on the singular point are positively aligned and the algorithm may be
able to bypass such a singular point. By contrast, in the right panel, the secondary branch extends in a direction
oppositely aligned to the first branch, and no local solution exists to the projection condition. The algorithm is
not able to bypass the singular point in this case.
The point
(3.9) u1 “
ˆ
4´ 2G2pu0q
3
,
4`G2pu0q
3
˙
is a stationary point of Ψ1 on this manifold, but G1pu1q ą 0. The segment of the manifold
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between u0 and u1 intersects the G1 “ 0 surface at
(3.10) u2 “
ˆ
3´ 4G2pu0q
5
,
3`G2pu0q
5
˙
.
We again considering the system of equations in (3.5), this time with κ1 “ 0, κ2 “ κ0,2,
and unknowns pu, µ1, η1, σ1, σ2q. As before, the one-dimensional solution manifold of (3.8)
through u0 corresponds to a locally unique one-dimensional solution manifold of (3.5) through
pu0,Ψ1pu0q, 0, 0, 0q. Rather than reaching the stationary point of Ψ1, this manifold terminates
at u2, which is a singular point for the corresponding Jacobian. Interestingly, a secondary
branch, locally parameterized by η and along which G1 ” 0 and σ1, σ2 ‰ 0, also terminates at
this point. Substitution yields x “ 3´ 4y, σ1 “ 2p1` 2yqη{5, and σ2 “ 12p1´ 3yqη{5, where
y is implicitly defined by
(3.11) χp12p1´ 3yqη{5, 3´ 5yq ´ κ0,2 “ 0.
It follows from (2.8) that σ1 ą 0 along this manifold for η P p0, 1s. Denote the corresponding
u for η “ 1 by u3. Then pu3,Ψ1pu3q, 2p1`2y3q{5, 12p1´3y3q{5, κ0,2q is a solution to (3.5) with
η “ 1, κ1 “ 0, and unknowns pu, µ1, σ1, σ2, κ2q. Indeed, this point lies on a locally unique one-
dimensional manifold of such solutions on G1 “ 0, along which x “ 3´ 4y, σ1 “ 2p1` 2yq{5,
and σ2 “ 12p1´ 3yq{5, where y is implicitly defined by
(3.12) χp12p1´ 3yq{5, 3´ 5yq ´ κ2 “ 0.
It is again easy to show from (2.8) that σ1 ą 0 along this manifold for κ2 P r0, κ0,2s. The
corresponding u for κ2 “ 0 then equals uˆ, as expected.
Continuation results are again consistent with the above analysis. Starting from u0 “
p´4, 0q P U´{`, we have G2pu0q “ 4 and κ0,2 “ 8. Continuation along the solution man-
ifold to (3.5) with κ1 “ 0 and κ2 “ κ0,2 results in a curve that appears to terminate
at px, y, µ1, η1, σ1, σ2q “ p´2.6000, 1.4000, 21.4800, 0, 0, 0q represented by the magenta dots
in Figure 4. As it happens, the pseudo-arclength algorithm manages to cross this point (cf. the
middle panel in Figure 3) and continuation proceeds along the secondary branch in the G1 “ 0
surface, terminating at the point px, y, µ1, η1, σ1, σ2q “ p´0.2262, 0.8065, 5.0308, 1, 1.0452,´3.4071q
represented by the blue dots in Figure 4. Finally, continuation along the solution manifold
to (3.5) with η “ 1 and κ1 “ 0 yields the curves in Figure 4 connecting the blue dots to the
black dots at px, y, µ1, σ1, σ2, κ2q “ p1.6667, 0.3333, 1.0000, 0.6667, 0, 0q, consistent with the
analytical solution.
Suppose, instead, that u0 P U`{` and let κ0,1 :“ χp0, G1pu0qq “ 2G1pu0q ą 0 and κ0,2 :“
χp0, G2pu0qq “ 2G2pu0q ą 0. We again consider the system of equations in (3.5), this time
with κ1 “ κ0,1, κ2 “ κ0,2, and unknowns pu, µ1, η1, σ1, σ2q. We obtain a one-dimensional
solution manifold through u0 along which σ1 “ 2p4´ x´ 2yqη{5 and σ2 “ 4p2x´ y ´ 3qη{5,
where x and y are implicitly defined by
χp2p4´ x´ 2yqη{5, 3´ x´ 4yq ´ κ0,1 “ 0,(3.13)
χp4p2x´ y ´ 3qη{5, x´ yq ´ κ0,2 “ 0.(3.14)
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Figure 4. Projections of continuation paths associated with a successive search for stationary solutions.
Here, dark green thin lines and hollow markers are used to denote projections of black thick lines and filled
markers in three-dimensional space onto the three coordinate planes. Gray planes are used to represent tight
constraints. Starting from u0 “ p´4, 0q and holding κ1 and κ2 fixed at 0 and 8, respectively, continuation first
proceeds along a solution manifold in the η1 “ σ1 “ σ2 “ 0 subspace. Rather than terminating at a singular
point (magenta squares) on the G1 “ 0 surface, the pseudo-arclength continuation algorithm bypasses this point
and switches to a secondary branch in the G1 “ 0 surface along which η1, σ1, and σ2 vary. The first run
terminates at the point corresponding to η1 “ 1 (blue dots). In the second run, with fixed η1, the terminal
points (black dots) on the second manifolds denote the stationary points where κ2 “ 0.
Denote the u corresponding to η “ 1 by u1. Then pu1,Ψpu1q, 2p4 ´ x1 ´ 2y1q{5, 4p2x1 ´
y1 ´ 3q{5, κ0,1q is a solution to (3.5) with η “ 1, κ2 “ κ0,2, and unknowns pu, µ1, σ1, σ2, κ1q.
Indeed, this point lies on a locally unique one-dimensional manifold of such solutions, along
which σ1 “ 2p4´ x´ 2yq{5 and σ2 “ 4p2x´ y´ 3q{5, where x and y are implicitly defined by
χp2p4´ x´ 2yq{5, 3´ x´ 4yq ´ κ1 “ 0,(3.15)
χp4p2x´ y ´ 3q{5, x´ yq ´ κ0,2 “ 0.(3.16)
Denote the u corresponding to κ1 “ 0 by u2. Then pu2,Ψ1pu2q, 2p4´x2´2y2q{5, 4p2x2´y2´
3q{5, κ0,2q is a solution to (3.5) with η “ 1, κ1 “ 0, and unknowns pu, µ1, σ1, σ2, κ2q. Indeed,
this point lies on a locally unique one-dimensional manifold of such solutions, along which
σ1 “ 2p4´ x´ 2yq{5 and σ2 “ 4p2x´ y ´ 3q{5, where x and y are implicitly defined by
χp2p4´ x´ 2yq{5, 3´ x´ 4yq “ 0,(3.17)
χp4p2x´ y ´ 3q{5, x´ yq ´ κ2 “ 0.(3.18)
The corresponding u for κ2 “ 0 then equals uˆ, as expected.
The numerical results in Figure 5 confirm these predictions. Here, u0 “ p1, 2q implies
that G1pu0q “ 6, G2pu0q “ 1, κ0,1 “ 12, and κ0,2 “ 2. Continuation along the solu-
tion manifold to (3.5) with κ1 “ κ0,1 and κ2 “ κ0,2 results in a curve that intersects the
point px, y, µ1, η1, σ1, σ2q “ p1.7487, 1.7479, 1.1819, 1.0000,´0.4978,´1.0004q represented by
the yellow dots in Figure 5. Continuation from this point along the solution manifold to (3.5)
with η “ 1 and κ2 “ κ0,2 results in a curve that intersects the point px, y, µ1, σ1, σ2, κ1q “
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p1.0000, 0.5000, 1.5000, 0.8000,´1.2000, 0q represented by the blue dots Figure 5. Finally, con-
sistent with the analytical solution, continuation along the solution manifold to (3.5) with
η “ 1 and κ1 “ 0 yields the curves in Figure 5 connecting the blue dots to the black dots at
px, y, µ1, σ1, σ2, κ2q “ p1.6667, 0.3333, 1.0000, 0.6667, 0, 0q.
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Figure 5. Projections of continuation paths associated with a successive search for stationary solutions.
Here, dark green thin lines and hollow markers are used to denote projections of black thick lines and filled
markers in three-dimensional space onto the three coordinate planes. Gray planes are used to represent tight
constraints. Starting from u0 “ p1, 2q and holding κ1 and κ2 fixed at 12 and 2, respectively, continuation
proceeds along a one-dimensional solution manifold until η1 “ 1 (yellow dots). Fixing η1 and varying κ1,
continuation is conducted until κ1 “ 0 (blue dots). Finally, with fixed κ1 and κ2 free to vary, the terminal
points (black dots) on the tertiary manifolds denote the stationary points where κ2 “ 0.
We finally consider u0 P U´{´. Locally, the solutions to the system of equations (3.5)
with κ1 “ 0, κ2 “ 0, and unknowns pu, µ1, η1, σ1, σ2q constitute a two-dimensional manifold
of the form pu,Ψpuq, 0, 0, 0q for arbitrary u « u0. We obtain a one-dimensional manifold by
introducing the function Ψ2 : u ÞÑ y and considering the system of equations$’’’’&’’’’%
Ψ1puq ´ µ1 “ 0,
Ψ2puq ´ µ2 “ 0,
pDΨpuqqJ η ` pDGpuqqJ σ “ 0,
χ pσ1,´G1puqq ´ κ1 “ 0,
χ pσ2,´G2puqq ´ κ2 “ 0,
(3.19)
with κ1 “ 0, κ2 “ 0, µ2 “ y0, and unknowns pu, µ1, η1, η2, σ1, σ2q. Along this manifold,
η1 “ η2 “ σ1 “ σ2 “ 0 while y “ y0 and x ranges between 3 ´ 4y0 and y0 correspond-
ing to singular points on the G1 “ 0 and G2 “ 0 surfaces. The point with u1 “ p2, y0q
is a stationary point of Ψ1 along this manifold that lies in U´{´ provided that y0 ă 1{4.
The stationary point corresponds to a branch point through which runs a secondary one-
dimensional manifold with solutions of the form p2, y0, 2py0 ´ 1q2, η1, 4p1´ y0qη1, 0, 0q. It fol-
lows that p2, y0, 2py0´1q2, y0, 4p1´y0q, 0, 0q is a solution to the system of equations (3.5) with
κ1 “ κ2 “ 0, η1 “ 1, and unknowns pu, µ1, µ2, η2, σ1, σ2q. The corresponding one-dimensional
solution manifold consists of solutions of the form p2, µ2, 2pµ2 ´ 1q2, µ2, 4p1 ´ µ2q, 0, 0q and
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terminates at the singular point p2, 1{4, 9{8, 1{4, 3, 0, 0q on the G1 “ 0 surface. As before, a
secondary one-dimensional manifold, along which G1 ” 0 and σ1 ‰ 0, also terminates at this
point. Substitution yields x “ 3 ´ 4y, σ1 “ 2p4y ´ 1q, σ2 “ 0, and η2 “ 12p1 ´ 3yq. The
corresponding u for η2 “ 0 then equals uˆ, as expected. These predictions are confirmed by
the numerical results in Figure 6 where y0 “ ´2. The singular point on G1 “ 0 is again
fortuitously bypassed by the pseudo-arclength algorithm (cf. the middle panel in Figure 3).
3
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20
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G2(x; y) = 0 1015
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0.5
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1
Figure 6. Projections of continuation paths associated with a successive search for stationary solutions.
Here, dark green thin lines and hollow markers are used to denote projections of black thick lines and filled
markers in three-dimensional space onto the three coordinate planes. Gray planes are used to represent tight
constraints. Starting from u0 “ p1,´2q and holding κ1, κ2 , and µ2 fixed at 0, 0, and ´2, respectively, a fold
point in µ1, denoted by the red dots, is detected along the first solution manifold in the η1 “ η2 “ σ1 “ σ2 “ 0
subspace. Along the secondary branch, blue dots denote locations where η1 “ 1. Notably, u remains unchanged
along this branch. Finally, with fixed η1 and η2 free to vary, the terminal points (black dots) on the tertiary
manifolds denote the stationary points where η2 “ 0. This run bypasses a singular point (magenta squares) and
then continues in the plane G1px, yq “ 0.
4. Successive continuation. The finite-dimensional motivating example in the previous
section highlights a general approach to locating candidate stationary points of an objective
function along a constraint manifold. In this section, we generalize this procedure to the
infinite-dimensional context that includes boundary-value problem and integral constraints
and objective functions.
We proceed to consider the function
(4.1) Faug : pu, λ, η, σ, µ, ν, κq ÞÑ
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ ΦpuqΨpuq ´ µpDΦpuqq˚λ` pDΨpuqq˚η ` pDGpuqq˚σ
η ´ ν
Kpσ,´Gpuqq ´ κ
‹˛‹‹‹‚,
which augments the function F by incorporating a subset of the left-hand sides of the nec-
essary KKT conditions. Various restrictions of Faug result by fixing different subsets of the
components of µ, ν and κ. For example, the preceding discussion shows that
`
u, λ, η, σ, µ
˘ “
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uˆ, λˆ, ηˆ, σˆ,Ψpuˆq˘ is a root of the restriction obtained by fixing ν1 “ 1, νt2,...,lu “ 0 and κ “ 0.
It is notably difficult to locate such a root without an a priori approximation. To overcome
this difficulty, we propose a modification to the successive continuation algorithm introduced
by Kerne´vez and Doedel [16] and described by us in [18] in the context of a nonlinear function
similar in form to (4.1) but with q “ 0.
Specifically, suppose that u0 is a root of Φ for which the set of active constraints is
empty, i.e., ti : Gipu0q “ 0u “ H, thus avoiding the singularity of χ at p0, 0q. Then,
pu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψpu0q, 0, κ0q is a root of Faug provided that the elements of κ0 indexed by Z :“
ti : Gipu0q ă 0u equal 0, while those indexed by P :“ ti : Gipu0q ą 0u are positive. We pro-
ceed to develop a series of continuation problems whose solutions correspond to points on a
sequence of embedded manifolds that continuously connect this initial root of the augmented
continuation problem to a root of this problem with ν1 “ 1, νt2,...,lu “ 0, and κ “ 0.
To this end, choose some index sets I Ă t2, . . . , lu and J :“ t2, . . . , luzI, and consider the
restriction Frest obtained by fixing the values of µI, νJ, and κ to ΨIpu0q, 0, and κ0, respectively.
It follows by construction that pu, λ, η, σ, µ1, µJ, ν1, νIq “ pu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q is a
root of Frest. Indeed, by continuity of G, every root u « u0 of the function
(4.2) Fred : u ÞÑ
¨˝
Φpuq
ΨIpuq ´ΨIpu0q
KPp0,´Gpuqq ´ κ0,P
‚˛
corresponds to a root of the form pu, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1puq,ΨJpuq, 0, 0q of Frest.
Now suppose that the range of DFredpu0q is Y ˆ R|I| ˆ R|P| and that its nullspace is of
dimension d´|I|´|P|, where d equals the dimension of the nullspace of DΦpu0q. It follows from
the implicit function theorem that all roots of Fred near u0 lie on a locally unique d´|I|´ |P|-
dimensional manifold. Consider the special case that |I|`|P| “ d´1. Then, by Corollary A.2,
all roots of Frest sufficiently close to pu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q lie on a one-dimensional
manifold of points of the form pu, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1puq,ΨJpuq, 0, 0q, for some root u of Fred provided
that pDΨ1pu0qq˚ is linearly independent of pDFredpu0qq˚. If, instead, u0 is a stationary point
of Ψ1 along the one-dimensional solution manifold of Fred “ 0, then Lemma A.3 implies
that pu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q is a branch point of Frest through which runs a secondary
one-dimensional solution manifold, locally parameterized by η1, along which λ, ηI, and σP
vary.
Suppose that no element of GZ equals 0 along this manifold for η1 P r0, 1s. Continuation
can then proceed from the point with η1 “ 1 along a sequence of one-dimensional manifolds
of solutions to Frest “ 0 obtained by fixing η1 “ 1 and successively moving indices from I
to J and fixing the corresponding elements of ν once they equal 0. Suppose that no element
of GZ equals 0 along any such segment. Continuation can then proceed from the point with
η1 “ 1, η2,...,l “ 0 along a sequence of one-dimensional manifolds of solutions to Frest obtained
by fixing η and successively allowing the elements of κP to vary and fixing them once they
equal 0. Provided that no element of GZ equals 0 along any such segment, the final point
corresponds to the sought stationary point.
Alternatively, consider the case that |I| ` |P| “ d, in which case DFredpu0q is a bijection.
Lemma A.5 then implies that pu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q lies on a one-dimensional man-
ifold of solutions to Frest “ 0 locally parameterized by η1, along which λ, ηI, and σP vary.
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Suppose that no element of GZ equals 0 along this manifold for η1 P r0, 1s. The stationary
point uˆ may again be sought following the approach in the preceding paragraph.
Finally, note that if any element of GZ were to equal 0 along any of the segments,
Lemma A.6 allows for the possibility of branch switching to a one-dimensional solution mani-
fold along the corresponding zero surface. This manifold is again locally parameterized by η1,
and σk, σP ‰ 0 for η1 close, but not equal to 0. The stationary point uˆ may again be sought
following the successive continuation approach.
The various approaches to locating a stationary point in the example in Section 3 corre-
spond to the possibilities discussed above. Throughout the analysis, d “ 2.
‚ In the case that u0 P U`{´, I “ H and P “ t1u so that |I| ` |P| “ d´ 1. The analysis
proceeds by locating a fold along the solution manifold with trivial Lagrange multi-
pliers, branch switching to a secondary branch with nontrivial Lagrange multipliers,
and then driving κ1 to 0.
‚ In the case that u0 P U´{`, I “ H and P “ t2u so that, again, |I| ` |P| “ d´ 1. The
analysis proceeds by continuing to a singular point on G1 “ 0, branch switching onto
a secondary branch on G1 “ 0, and then driving κ2 to 0.
‚ In the case that u0 P U`{`, I “ H and P “ t1, 2u so that |I| ` |P| “ d. The analysis
proceeds by continuing along a branch of nontrivial Lagrange multipliers and then
successively driving κ1 and κ2 to 0.
‚ Finally, in the case that u0 P U´{´, the problem is enlarged with the function Ψ2,
thereby making I “ t2u and P “ H so that, again, |I| ` |P| “ d ´ 1. The analysis
proceeds by locating a fold along the solution manifold with trivial Lagrange multipli-
ers, branch switching to a secondary branch with nontrivial Lagrange multipliers, and
then driving η2 to 0, first along a branch with G1 ‰ 0 to a singular point on G1 “ 0
and then branch switching onto a secondary branch on G1 “ 0.
As we see from this enumeration, the different scenarios may not be identified a priori, but
suggest a great degree of flexibility to the analyst when choosing the initial point u0 and the
set I.
We conclude this section with a few comments on the proposed algorithm:
‚ Initialization. The algorithm requires the user to select the initial point u0 and the
set of initially inactive continuation parameters I such that I ` P P td, d ´ 1u, where
d denotes the dimension of the solution manifold to the zero problem Φpuq “ 0. As
seen in the motivating example, there is a great deal of flexibility in this selection,
one that may allow for different approaches to one of possibly many local extrema. In
particular, initial solution guesses in the infeasible region may be used for the successful
search of optima. We are not able to propose a systematic selection algorithm beyond
the principles outlined above.
‚ Number of continuation runs. The number of subproblems analyzed in the successive
continuation approach is determined by the number of control or design variables
rather than by the number of constraints. Indeed, in the generalized Kerne´vez and
Doedel approach, d ` 1 successive continuation runs are involved to obtain optimal
solutions. Specifically, if I` P “ d, continuation is performed until ν1 “ 1 in the first
run and the remaining d runs drive nonzero elements of νI and κP to 0, one at a time.
If, instead, I ` P “ d ´ 1, due to branch switching, the first two runs are conducted
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to drive ν1 to 1. The remaining d´ 1 run are then successively performed to drive νI
and κP to 0.
‚ Continuation order. The algorithm requires the user to commit to an order in which
elements associated with I are released, and constraints associated with P are imposed.
If the solution to the first-order necessary conditions is not unique, different choices
may yield distinct locally optimal solutions, as illustrated in ref. [18]. We leave the
effects of the imposed order of constraints to future studies.
5. Some implementation details. A fundamental element of the successive continuation
algorithm is the analysis of solutions of the augmented continuation problem Faug “ 0 with
appropriate restrictions on the elements of µ, ν, and κ. A practical implementation of the al-
gorithm should then consider two perspectives, namely, that of formulating the corresponding
continuation problem and that of solving the formulated problem. As we did in the motivat-
ing example, one may manually derive the restricted continuation problem and then solve it
analytically using symbolic computation packages. Given the difficulty of finding analytical
solutions, numerical continuation arises as a powerful alternative for characterizing the solu-
tion manifolds for each of the restricted continuation problems. One can apply packages like
auto [8] and coco [20] to perform such continuation.
The numerical results documented in this paper were produced using coco because of its
support for automatic generation of the corresponding adjoints (or discretized approximations
thereof). The construction of adjoints is not a trivial task if the optimization problem has
differential or integral constraints. Packages supporting the automatic computation of adjoints
include sundials [14] for ordinary differential equations and differential-algebraic equations,
and dolfin-adjoint [11] for partial differential equations. However, numerical continuation
is not available in these packages. A recent release of coco provides a predefined library of
realizations for the adjoints of common types of integral, differential, and algebraic operators.
This feature of coco, coupled with the ease in which continuation parameters may be fixed
or released, makes the implementation of the algorithm both intuitive and straightforward
using this package. Nevertheless, every problem considered in this paper could in theory be
approached using other continuation packages.
A key feature of coco is its support for a staged paradigm of problem construction,
in which a continuation problem is decomposed into a “forward-coupled” set of equations.
Specifically, at each stage of construction, equations are added that depend on subsets of
variables introduced in previous stages and a new set of variables. The full set of unknowns
is therefore not known until the complete problem has been constructed.
In its original form (released in 2013), coco was designed to construct problems of the
form F pu, µq “ 0, where
(5.1) F : pu, µq ÞÑ
ˆ
Φpuq
Ψpuq ´ µ
˙
in terms of sets of finite-dimensional zero functions Φ, monitor functions Ψ, continuation
variables u, and continuation parameters µ. Various restrictions obtained by fixing elements of
µ could then be realized at run-time using the appropriate coco syntax. Each such restriction
would correspond to analysis of an embedded submanifold of the solution manifold to the
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original zero problem Φpuq “ 0. For infinite-dimensional problems, F would be implemented
in terms of suitable discretizations of u, Φ, and Ψ.
In our recent work [18], an expanded definition of the coco construction paradigm allowed
for analysis of problems of the form F pu, λ, η, µ, νq “ 0, where
(5.2) F : pu, λ, η, µ, νq ÞÑ
¨˚
˚˝ ΦpuqΨpuq ´ µ
ΛJΦpuq ¨ λ` ΛJΨpuq ¨ η
η ´ ν
‹˛‹‚
in terms of additional sets of finite-dimensional matrix-valued adjoint functions ΛΦ and ΛΨ,
continuation multipliers λ and η, and continuation parameters ν. The expanded definition
supported the use of a successive continuation technique for locating stationary points of one
of the monitor functions along the solution manifold to the zero problem Φpuq “ 0. In this
context, the transposes ΛJΦ and ΛJΨ represented the (discretized if necessary) adjoints of the
Frechet derivatives of the functions Φ and Ψ, and λ and η were the corresponding Lagrange
multipliers.
Notably, in (5.2), the additional entries ΛJΦpuq ¨ λ ` ΛJΨpuq ¨ η may be combined with the
original zero problem to form an expanded zero problem in u, λ, and η. Similarly, in terms
of the augmented monitor functions pu, λ, ηq ÞÑ pΨpuq, ηq the second and last entries may
be combined into a single term of the form of the bottom entry in (5.1). Moreover, λ and
η are introduced only once all the original zero and monitor functions have been added, at
which point all continuation variables have been defined. Indeed, the corresponding equations
can be added automatically by the coco core, rather than manually constructed by a user,
provided that the user constructs ΛJΦ and ΛJΨ either concurrently with the addition of the
corresponding zero and monitor functions or at the very least before calling the coco core
to perform continuation. This expanded functionality was implemented with the November
2017 release of coco and discussed in tutorial documentation included with the release (https:
//sourceforge.net/projects/cocotools/files/releases/).
In the context of the proposed treatment of optimization under simultaneous equality and
inequality constraints, we consider a further extension of the coco construction paradigm to
problems of the form F pu, λ, η, σ, µ, ν, ξ, κq “ 0, where
(5.3) F : pu, λ, η, σ, µ, ν, ξ, κq ÞÑ
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
Φpuq
Ψpuq ´ µ
ΛJΦpuq ¨ λ` ΛJΨpuq ¨ η ` ΛJGpuq ¨ σ
η ´ ν
Gpuq ´ ξ
Kpσ,´Gpuqq ´ κ
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚
in terms of additional sets of finite-dimensional inequality functions G, matrix-valued adjoint
functions ΛG, continuation multipliers σ, and continuation parameters ξ and κ. Here, Λ
J
G
represents the (discretized if necessary) adjoint of the Frechet derivative of the function G
and σ are the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. We match this expanded definition against
the original coco construction paradigm by combining ΛJΦpuq ¨ λ ` ΛJΨpuq ¨ η ` ΛJGpuq ¨ σ
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with the original zero problem and defining the augmented monitor function pu, λ, η, σq ÞÑ
pΨpuq, η,Gpuq,Kpσ,´Gpuqqq. As before, λ, η, and σ are introduced only once all the original
zero, monitor, and inequality functions have been added, at which point all continuation vari-
ables have been defined. Again, the corresponding equations can be added automatically by
the coco core, rather than manually constructed by a user, provided that the user constructs
ΛJΦ, ΛJΨ, and ΛJG either concurrently with the addition of the corresponding zero, monitor, and
inequality functions or at the very least before calling the coco core to perform continuation.
Such a modification to the coco core was implemented to produce the results reported in
this paper.
In the case that U and Y are finite dimensional, the adjoints of the linearizations of Φ, Ψ,
and G are straightforward to construct since they simply equal the transposes of the corre-
sponding Jacobians. When U and Y are infinite dimensional, the adjoint contributions can be
derived using a Lagrangian formalism. In [18], a library of realizations of such functions and
their adjoints for algebraic and integro-differential boundary-value problems were established.
For example, for boundary-value problems defined in terms of ordinary differential equations,
the unknown functions together with the corresponding unknown Lagrange multiplier func-
tions were discretized over a finite mesh in the independent variable in terms of continuous,
piecewise-polynomial functions. The original differential equations and the corresponding ad-
joint differential equations were then discretized by requiring that these be satisfied by the
functional approximants on a set of collocation nodes. These collocation nodes and the asso-
ciated quadrature weights were also used to approximate any integral functions of the original
unknowns or Lagrange multipliers. Finally, in the implementation in coco, an adaptive mesh
algorithm that varies the sizes and number of mesh intervals was implemented to obtain nu-
merical solutions with desirable accuracy within reasonable limits on computational efforts.
We utilize this adaptive mesh algorithm in the computations performed in the next section.
For further details of the numerical implementation the reader is referred to [18, 5].
We finally remark on the possibility of restricting continuation to a level surface of Gk for
some k, either by fixing ξk, or by fixing κk provided that σk is constant along the solution
manifold if Gk ‰ 0 or positive if Gk “ 0. As we saw in the finite-dimensional example, we may
switch from continuation away from Gk “ 0 with κk “ 0 to continuation along Gk “ 0 without
any change in the problem definition provided that the corresponding tangent directions are
positively aligned, allowing the pseudo-arclength continuation algorithm to bypass the singular
point with σk “ 0 (cf. the right panel in Figure 3). In the contour plot for the Fischer-
Burmeister function in Figure 1, such a transition corresponds to switching from continuation
along the vertical segment of the zero contour to continuation along the horizontal segment of
the zero contour. By detecting the singularity and the corresponding change in the problem
definition, one may branch on and off the surface Gk “ 0. The current implementation does
not consider such detection and, instead, assumes manual switching between branches.
6. Applications.
6.1. Doedel’s example. We revisit a two-point boundary-value problem from auto [9]
augmented by an inequality constraint. Consider the following objective functional
(6.1) J :“ 1
10
pp21 ` p22 ` p23q `
ż 1
0
px1ptq ´ 1q2dt
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subject to the differential equations
(6.2) 9x1 “ x2, 9x2 “ ´p1 exppx1 ` p2x21 ` p3x41q
and boundary conditions
(6.3) x1p0q “ 0, x1p1q “ 0.
There are three local extrema [9, 18], two of which violate the integral inequality constraint
(6.4) Gint :“ 0.5´
ż 1
0
x1ptqdt ď 0.
We apply the formalism from previous sections to locate the remaining extremum. Throughout
the analysis, we restrict attention to a computational domain defined by ´0.2 ď p1 ď 3.5,
´0.2 ď p2 ď 1.5, ´0.2 ď p3 ď 1.0, and 0 ď J ď 1.5.
In the notation of this paper, u “ pxptq, pq, Φ represents the boundary-value problem, d “
3, and q “ 1. Let Ψ1 : u ÞÑ J , while Ψi : u ÞÑ pi´1 for i “ 2, 3, 4, such that l “ 4, and denote
the corresponding continuation parameters µJ , µp1 , µp2 , and µp3 . Finally, let κint denote
the continuation parameter for the NCP condition associated with the integral inequality
constraint. We let λptq, λbc, ηJ , ηp1 , ηp2 , ηp3 , and σint denote the corresponding Lagrange
multipliers, and let νJ , νp1 , νp2 , and νp3 denote the remaining continuation parameters.
Since l ` q ě d, the requirement |I| ` |P| “ d´ 1 can be satisfied by suitable selection of
the sets I and P. We consider two cases here, viz., P “ t1u with I “ t4u and P “ H with
I “ t3, 4u, respectively.
In the first case, let u0 “ p0, 0, 0.1, 0q, in which case Gintpu0q “ 0.5 in violation of the
integral inequality constraint. A one-dimensional solution manifold with trivial Lagrange
multipliers results by fixing µp3 , νp1 “ 0, νp2 “ 0, and κint “ 1 and allowing the remaining
continuation parameters to vary. As seen in the right panel of Figure 7, continuation results
in the detection of one local extremum in the value of µJ . As predicted by Lemma A.3, con-
tinuation is now possible along a secondary solution manifold, emanating from the extremum
and parameterized by νJ . In contrast to the case when P “ H, the value of u changes along
this manifold, which is consistent with prediction given by Corollary A.4. As required by the
successive continuation paradigm, continuation is performed until νJ “ 1. Next, we proceed
to fix νJ “ 1 and allow µp3 to vary during continuation from this point until νp3 “ 0. We
arrive at the desired result by fixing νp3 “ 0 and allowing κint to vary during continuation from
this point until κint “ 0. Notably, while we find it possible to drive νJ and νp3 monotonically
to 1 and 0, respectively, in the corresponding continuation runs, two fold points in the value
of κint are encountered on the way to 0 in the final continuation run.
In the second case, we perform continuation of solutions to the original boundary-value
problem from xptq “ 0, p1 “ 0, p2 “ 0.1, and p3 “ 0 under variations in p1. As seen in Figure 8,
three fold points are detected and we locate two local extrema (FP 2,3) in the value of µJ
within the feasible region. We let u0 equal the FP 3 of this initial run. Next, we consider
continuation along the one-dimensional solution manifold with trivial Lagrange multipliers
obtained by fixing µp2 , µp3 , νp1 “ 0, and κint “ 0 and allowing the remaining continuation
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Figure 7. Projections of continuation paths associated with a successive search for stationary solutions.
Here, dark green thin lines and hollow markers are used to denote projections of black thick lines and filled
markers in three-dimensional space onto the three coordinate planes. Starting at u0 “ p0, 0, 0.1, 0q and holding
µp3 , νp1 , νp2 , and κint fixed at 0, 0, 0, and 1, respectively, a fold point in µJ , denoted by red dots, is detected
along the first solution manifold in the subspace with vanishing Lagrange multipliers. Along the secondary
manifold, blue dots denote locations where νJ “ 1. With νJ , νp1 , νp2 , and κint fixed at 1, 0, 0, and 1,
respectively, the cyan dots denote locations where νp3 “ 0. As seen in the bottom left panel, νp3 decreases
monotonically from 1.5 ˆ 10´5 to 0. Finally, the terminal points (black dots) on the fourth manifold denote
the stationary points where κint “ 0 assuming fixed νJ , νp1 , νp2 , and νp3 . Notably, the last manifold crosses
Gint “ 0 at a regular point (yellow diamond) with σint ‰ 0. The green dots denote points on the boundary of
the computational domain.
parameters to vary. Branch switching from FP 2 or FP 3 should allow for continuation along
secondary branches of solutions with nonzero Lagrange multipliers and unchanged values u.
This is verified by the numerical results in Figure 8.
Starting from FP 3, we drive νJ to 1. As predicted by Corollary A.4, u is preserved in
this run because P “ H. Next, we fix νJ “ 1 and allow µp2 to vary until νp2 “ 0. In the final
stage, we fix νp2 “ 0 and allow µp3 to vary until νp3 “ 0. In each of these runs the terminal
values are approached monotonically. The final point corresponds to the local extremum at
p1 “ 0.37722, p2 “ 0.23782, p3 “ 0.46761, from which we obtain J “ 0.28459. Starting from
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FP 2, we again drive νJ to 1 monotonically. However, once we fix νJ “ 1 and allow µp2 to
vary, we observe a failure of the Newton solver to converge as we approach a singular point
on Gint “ 0 before νp2 “ 0. This point is denoted by the magenta squares in Figure 8. If we
allow larger computational domain, it turns out that we can arrive at νp2 “ 0 by continuting
in the other direction.
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Figure 8. Projections of continuation paths associated with a successive search for stationary solutions.
Here, dark green thin lines and hollow markers are used to denote projections of black thick lines and filled
markers in three-dimensional space onto the three coordinate planes. A preliminary run is conducted to obtain
an initial solution in the feasible region. Starting at u˜0 “ p0, 0, 0.1, 0q, three fold points (denoted by FP 1,
FP 2 and FP 3 and identified by red dots) in µJ are detected during continuation of the original boundary
value problem (ignoring the inequality constraint and adjoint conditions) with µp2 and µp3 fixed at 0.1 and 0,
respectively. The last two fold points are located within the feasible region. Taking FP3 as u0, both FP2 and
FP3 correspond to branch points during continuation with µp2 , µp3 , νp1 , and κint fixed at 0.1, 0, 0, and 0,
respectively, along the first solution manifold in the subspace of vanishing Lagrange multipliers. Along each
of the secondary manifolds emanating from FP 2 (bottom right) and FP 3 (bottom left), respectively, blue dots
denote locations where νJ “ 1. Continuation along the tertiary manifolds with νJ , µp3 , νp1 , and κint fixed at
1, 0, 0, and 0, respectively, reaches a point with νp2 “ 0 (cyan dot) in the bottom left panel, but terminates at
a singular point (magenta squares labeled by MX) or at a point on the boundary of the computational domain
before reaching νp2 in the bottom right panel. In the case of the bottom left panel, the terminal points (black
dots) on the manifolds obtained from continuation with νJ , νp1 , νp2 , and κint fixed at 1, 0, 0, and 0, respectively,
denote stationary points where νp3 “ 0. The green dots denote points on the boundary of the computational
domain.
6.2. Optimal control. Consider the problem of minimizing the objective functional
(6.5) J “
ż 2
0
´
100θ2ptq ` 40 9θ2ptq ` u2ptq
¯
dt
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on solutions of the nonlinear inverted pendulum dynamical system [19] shown in Figure 9 and
governed by the differential equations in terms of displacement x, rotation θ and input u
pM `mq:x´ml 9θ2 sin θ `ml:θ cos θ “ u, m:x cos θ `ml:θ ´mg sin θ “ 0,(6.6)
and initial conditions θp0q “ 0.1, 9θp0q “ xp0q “ 9xp0q “ 0, subject to integral inequality
constraints of the form
(6.7) }u}2 :“
ż tf
0
u2ptqdt ď Ec
or
(6.8) }y}2 :“
ż tf
0
pθ2ptq ` x2ptqqdt ď Yc,
where Ec and Yc are input and output thresholds, respectively. Following the scheme in [18],
we accommodate this optimal control problem within the proposed optimization framework by
parameterizing the control input using a 10-term truncated Chebyshev-polynomial expansion
and let the problem parameters p1, . . . , p10 denote the unknown coefficients of the expansion.
In the notation of previous sections, it follows that d “ 10 and l “ 11. We restrict attention
throughout to variations in the elements of νp that approach 0 monotonically. In all the
numerical results reported here, M “ 2, m “ 0.1, l “ 0.5, and g “ 9.81.
M
x
m
l
u
θ
g
Figure 9. Schematic of dynamical system corresponding to (6.6) (adapted from [19]).
In order to explore the effects of boundedness of input and output, we first solve the
optimal control problem in the absence of such bounds. It follows that q “ 0 and P “ H. We
set p1,0 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ p10,0 “ 0 and construct the initial solution x0ptq via forward simulation. For
this optimization problem, we follow the successive continuation approach by
1. taking I “ t3, ..., 11u, i.e., fixing µpt2,...,10u and allowing µp1 vary to yield a one-
dimensional manifold. A fold point of µJ is detected along this manifold;
2. branching off from the fold point and driving νJ to 1;
3. fixing νJ “ 1, and then successively allowing each of the remaining elements of µp to
vary (in order of the expansion of uptq), and fixing the corresponding element of νp
once it equals 0.
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The resulting optimal trajectories and control input are represented by solid lines in Figure 10
and Figure 11, respectively. For this optimal solution, the input integral }u}2 “ 3.9457, the
output integral }y}2 “ 3.7115ˆ 10´2, and J “ 5.5759.
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Figure 10. Optimal time histories for θptq (left panel) and xptq (right panel) in the case without inequality
constraints (solid lines), with input integral inequality (dashed lines), and with output integral inequality (dotted
lines).
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Figure 11. Optimal time histories uptq for the control input in the case without inequality constraints (solid
lines), with input integral inequality (dashed lines), and with output integral inequality (dotted lines).
We next consider optimization subject to the integral inequality (6.7) with Ec “ 2 to
explore the effects of the boundedness of control input. Note that the integral inequality is
formulated as an algebraic inequality in our framework because of the control parameteri-
zation. It follows that q “ 1. Let κinput denotes the continuation parameter for the NCP
condition of (6.7). With initial parameters p1 “ p2 “ 3, p3 “ p4 “ 1 and pt5,...,10u “ 0,
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we construct an initial solution xptq located in te infeasible region by forward simulation.
Since P “ t1u, the inactive problem parameter set I should be selected in such a way that
|I| “ d´ 1´ |P| “ 8. To this end, we apply the successive continuation approach by
1. taking I “ t4, ..., 11u, i.e., fixing µpt3,...,10u and κinput, and allowing µp1 and µp2 to vary
to yield a one-dimensional manifold. Several fold points of µJ are detected along this
manifold;
2. branching off from the fold associated with the smallest value of µJ , and driving νJ to
1;
3. fixing νJ “ 1, and then successively allowing each of the remaining elements of µp to
vary (in order of the expansion of uptq), and fixing the corresponding element of νp
once it equals 0;
4. driving κinput to 0.
The resulting optimal trajectories and control input are represented by dashed lines in Fig-
ure 10 and Figure 11, respectively. With bounded control input, we observe that xptq oscillates
with larger amplitude (see the right panel of Figure 10) and the objective functional is in-
creased to J “ 11.774.
We finally explore the effects of the boundedness of output by considering optimization
subject to the integral inequality (6.8) with Yc “ 0.01. With initial parameters p “ 0,
we use forward simulation to construct an initial solution xptq that is again located in the
infeasible region. Following the same approach as in the case of bounded input, we obtain the
optimal trajectories and control input represented by dotted lines in Figure 10 and Figure 11,
respectively. The bound on the output dampens the vibration of xptq, as can be seen in the
right panel of Figure 10. For this optimal solution, we have }uptq}2 “ 8.8954, indicating that
more control input is required to ensure that the output stays within the given bound. As a
consequence, the objective functional is increased to J “ 9.4105.
7. Conclusions. As advertised in the introduction, this paper has developed a rigorous
framework within which the successive continuation paradigm for single-objective-function
constrained optimization of Kerne´vez and Doedel [16] may be extended to the case of simulta-
neous equality and inequality constraints. The discussion has also shown that the structure of
the corresponding continuation problems fits naturally with the coco construction paradigm.
Indeed, a forthcoming release of coco will include documented support for this extended func-
tionality. The finite- and infinite-dimensional examples illustrate the general methodology as
well as number of opportunities for further development and automation.
In this study, the nonsmooth Fischer-Burmeister function was used to express comple-
mentarity constraints in the form of equalities. Notably, the singularity of this function at
the origin was associated with singular points along various solution manifolds and a poten-
tial failure of the Newton solver to converge. Some generalized Newton methods have been
developed to tackle such a singularity. One approach is to replace regular derivatives by
Clarke subdifferentials [3] or other generalized Jacobians [13]. An alternative approach is to
approximate the nonsmooth problem by a family of smooth problems [3, 21]. More specif-
ically, the NCP function χ may be approximated by a family of smooth approximants χ,
parameterized by the scalar , such that the solutions to the perturbed problems χ “ 0 form
a smooth trajectory parameterized by  that converges to the solution of χ “ 0 as Ñ 0. Such
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a smoothing approach is analogous to the homotopy approach used in this paper to satisfy
inequality constraints. The pesky singularity encountered in this study could thus be avoided
by further expanding the successive continuation technique to a stage during which  is driven
to 0.
It has been tacitly assumed that each successive stage of continuation is able to drive the
appropriate continuation parameters to their desired values, preferably monotonically. But
the examples showed that this may not be possible within a given computational domain,
or may only be possible by occasionally bearing in a direction away from the desired values.
Similar observations were already made in [18] and generalize in this paper to the relaxation
parameters κ. Indeed, in the presence of inequality constraints, we observed instances in which
solutions branches would terminate on singular points on zero-level surfaces of the inequality
functions before the desired end points were reached. In some cases, the pseudo-arclength
continuation algorithm automatically switched to a separate branch in such a zero-level surface
allowing us to continue to drive a component of ν or κ to its desired value. In other cases,
this did not happen automatically, and we did not attempt to locate the secondary branch
manually.
On a related note, we observe that in each successive stage of continuation implemented
in the examples, only one component of ν or κ at a time was driven to its desired value.
Alternatively, one might imagine first driving the component of ν associated with the objective
function to 1 and then attempting to drive multiple remaining components of ν and κ to 0
simultaneously. Furthermore, although this did not happen in our examples, one imagines the
possibility that continuation in a zero-level surface of an inequality function would terminate
at a singular point (with the corresponding component of σ equal to 0). Further continuation
might then need to branch off the zero-level surface in order to locate the desired stationary
point. Clearly, any automated search for stationary points would need to consider these many
possibilities.
Finally, we note that the approach in this paper is restricted to finite-dimensional inequal-
ity constraints and does not automatically generalize to the infinite-dimensional case. If the
latter is discretized before the formulation of adjoints [24, 17], then the present framework
is again applicable. If, as advocated here and in [18], the formulation of adjoints precedes
discretization, an appropriate and consistent discretization scheme for the original equations,
adjoint equations, and complementarity constraints needs to be carefully established [4, 13].
In either case, a high-dimensional vector κ of relaxation parameters may result. Driving each
component of κ to zero one-by-one could be very time-consuming, so a smarter search strategy
(as alluded to in the previous paragraph) would be desirable.
Appendix A. Essential lemmas. Let RpLq and N pLq denote the range and nullspace of
a linear map L : V ÞÑW . We say that L is full rank if V “ V1‘N pLq and L
ˇˇ
V1
is a bijection
onto W . This holds, for example, if RpLq “W and dim pN pLqq ă 8. By the implicit function
theorem, it follows that if F pu0q “ 0 for a continuously Frechet-differentiable map F between
two Banach spaces V and W , and if DF pu0q is full rank with finite-dimensional nullspace,
then the roots of F near u0 lie on a manifold with tangent space spanned by N pDF pu0qq.
Recall the construction of the augmented function Faug in (4.1), the restriction Frest ob-
tained by fixing the values of µI, νJ, and κ to ΨIpu0q, 0, and κ0, respectively, and the re-
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duced function Fred in (4.2) obtained by retaining only entries corresponding to constraints
on u in Frest “ 0. Assume throughout that Fredpu0q “ 0 and, unless otherwise noted, that
ti : Gipu0q “ 0u “ H.
Lemma A.1. Suppose that the linear map DFredpu0q is full rank with one-dimensional
nullspace. This also holds for DFrestpu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q provided that pDΨ1pu0qq˚
is linearly independent of pDFredpu0qq˚.
Proof. By assumption, the inverse image of every w P Y ˆR|I|ˆR|P| is a one-dimensional
affine subspace of U of the form v ‘ N pDFredpu0qq for some v. By the theory of Fredholm
operators, it follows that N `pDFredpu0qq˚˘ “ 0 and there exists a one-dimensional subspace
Σ of U˚, such that U˚ “ Σ ‘ R `pDFredpu0qq˚˘. If pDΨ1pu0qq˚ is linearly independent of
pDFredpu0qq˚, it follows that U˚ “ R
`pDΨ1pu0qq˚˘ ‘ R `pDFredpu0qq˚˘. The claim then
follows by inspection of the image of the linear map DFrestpu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q.
Corollary A.2. Suppose that the linear map DFredpu0q is full rank with one-dimensional
nullspace and that pDΨ1pu0qq˚ is linearly independent of pDFredpu0qq˚. It follows that the
roots of Frest sufficiently close to pu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q lie on a one-dimensional
manifold of points of the form pu, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1puq,ΨJpuq, 0, 0q for some root u of Fred.
Lemma A.3. Suppose that the linear map DFredpu0q is full rank with one-dimensional
nullspace and that u0 is a stationary point of Ψ1 along the corresponding one-dimensional
solution manifold. Then, generically, pu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q is a branch point of Frest
through which runs a secondary one-dimensional solution manifold, locally parameterized by
η1, along which λ, ηI, and σP vary.
Proof. By assumption, there exists a unique vector z P `Y ˆ R|I| ˆ R|P|˘˚ such that
pDΨ1pu0qq˚ “ pDFredpu0qq˚ z. It follows by inspection of its image that the linear map
DFrestpu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q has a two-dimensional nullspace and is no longer full
rank. Indeed, for u « u0, roots of Frest correspond to solutions to the system of equations
(A.1)
$’’&’’%
Φpuq “ 0,
ΨIpuq ´ΨIpu0q “ 0,
KP pσ,´Gpuqq ´ κ0,P “ 0,
pDΦpuqq˚ λ` pDΨ1puqq˚ η1 ` pDΨIpuqq˚ ηI ` pDGPpuqq˚ σP “ 0.
For every σP with }σP} “  ! 1, there exists a one-dimensional manifold of solutions to the first
three equations. By continuity, each such manifold generically contains a unique stationary
point of Ψ1 close to u0. At each such point, the fourth equation may be solved for λ, ηI,
and σP for given η1 ą 0 such that the vector p´λ{η1,´ηI{η1,´σP{η1q is close to z. It follows
that there exists a least one such point where the two values of the vector σP agree for some
0 ă η1 ! 1. The claim follows by considering variations in .
Corollary A.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma A.3, u varies along the secondary branch
only if P ‰ H.
Lemma A.5. Suppose that the linear map DFredpu0q is a bijection, i.e., that u0 is a locally
unique root of Fred. Then, the point pu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q lies on a one-dimensional
manifold of solutions to Frest “ 0 locally parameterized by η1, along which λ, ηI, and σP vary.
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Proof. By assumption, there exists a unique inverse image v P U for every w P Y ˆ
R|I| ˆ R|P|. By the standard theory of Fredholm operators, N `pDFredpuqq˚˘ “ 0 and U˚ “
R `pDFredpuqq˚˘ for all u « u0. In particular, there exists a unique z P `Y ˆ R|I| ˆ R|P|˘˚ such
that pDΨ1pu0qq˚ “ pDFredpu0qq˚ z. For every σP with }σP} “  ! 1, there exists a unique
solution near u0 to the first three equations in (A.1). At each such point, the fourth equation
may be solved for λ, ηI, and σP for given η1 ą 0 such that the vector p´λ{η1,´ηI{η1,´σP{η1q
is close to z. It follows that there exists a least one such point where the two values of the
vector σP agree for some 0 ă η1 ! 1. The claim follows by considering variations in .
Lemma A.6. Suppose that ti : Gipu0q “ 0u “ k, the linear map DFredpu0q is full rank
with one-dimensional nullspace, and pDΨ1pu0qq˚ and pDGkpu0qq˚ are linearly independent
of pDFredpu0qq˚. Then, pu0, 0, 0, 0,Ψ1pu0q,ΨJpu0q, 0, 0q lies on a one-dimensional manifold of
solutions to the continuation problem obtained by substituting Gkpuq “ 0 for the corresponding
nonlinear complementary condition in Frest “ 0. This manifold is locally parameterized by η1,
and σk, σP ‰ 0 for η1 close, but not equal to 0.
Proof. By assumption, there exists a unique pz, ζq P `Y ˆ R|I| ˆ R|P| ˆ R˘˚ such that
pDΨ1pu0qq˚ “ pDFredpu0qq˚ z` pDGkpu0qq˚ ζ. For u « u0, roots of the modified continuation
problem correspond to solutions to the system of equations obtained by adding pDGkpuqq˚ σk
to the left-hand side of the last equation in (A.1) and appending Gkpuq “ 0. For every σP
with }σP} “  ! 1, there exists a unique one-dimensional manifold of solutions to the first
three equations in (A.1). By continuity, each such manifold generically contains a unique
intersection with Gk “ 0. At each such point, the remaining equation may be solved for λ,
ηI, σP, and σk for given η1 ą 0 such that the vector p´λ{η1,´ηI{η1,´σP{η1,´σk{η1q is close
to pz, ζq. It follows that there exists a least one such point where the two values of the vector
σP agree for some 0 ă η1 ! 1. The claim follows by considering variations in .
The point u0 in the lemma is a singular point of the restricted continuation problem Frest “ 0,
but a regular solution point of the modified continuation problem constructed in the lemma.
Along the solution manifold to the latter problem, σk is typically positive only on one side
of u0. It follows that two solution manifolds of the restricted continuation problem terminate
at u0, one in Gk “ 0 (with σk ą 0) and one away from Gk “ 0 (with σk “ 0). Numerical
parameter continuation may switch between these manifolds, effectively bypassing the singular
point at u0, provided that the tangent directions are positively aligned.
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